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Thank you, Chairman Durbin, Ranking Member Graham, and Senate Judiciary Committee members for the opportunity to testify today. I am Lourdes Rivera, President of Pregnancy Justice, a non-partisan legal advocacy organization that for over 20 years has defended and advocated for the rights of pregnant people facing criminalization and other rights violations.

I want to first explain what is “pregnancy criminalization” and “fetal personhood” and then discuss the path to Alabama’s IVF decision. Pregnancy criminalization is charging pregnant women for conduct that would not be illegal, except for the fact that they are pregnant and regardless of pregnancy outcomes. This includes being charged with murder for experiencing a stillbirth, or for having a miscarriage and not knowing what to do with the fetal remains, as if there were an instruction manual for such things.

We’ve documented over 1,800 cases of pregnancy criminalization in the years 1973 to 2022, from Roe to Dobbs. The majority, 1,400 of them, occurred in the last 15 years, as fetal personhood gained traction in state law. Unsurprisingly, those targeted are overwhelmingly poor or disproportionately people of color.

Bestowing legal personhood status on fertilized eggs, embryos, and fetuses is what underlies these prosecutions, as well as abortion bans, and threatens IVF and birth control. Attempts to define fetuses as legal persons have been rejected by voters in nearly every state in which it has been put on the ballot, including in Mississippi. Yet, state legislatures in at least 11 states passed broad fetal personhood laws before Dobbs. These laws could potentially be read to extend full rights to fertilized eggs. Constitutional protections provided by Roe v. Wade, however, meant that fetal personhood laws could not be fully enforced.

But there are significant exceptions. Ten years ago, the Alabama Supreme Court held that embryos and fetuses are the same as “children” under the state’s criminal child abuse laws, and that pregnant women can be charged as “child abusers” from the moment of fertilization. With over 600 women being charged, Alabama leads every state in the nation on pregnancy criminalization. While shocking, it is hardly surprising that the Alabama Supreme Court decided to extend its reasoning to frozen embryos.

Alabama—along with Oklahoma and South Carolina, whose Supreme Courts have also designated fetuses as children under their state criminal laws—accounts for two-thirds of arrests of pregnant people nationally, including those who experience miscarriage and stillbirth.

When conduct during pregnancy or pregnancy outcomes are punished, pregnant people and their families suffer irreparable harm. This includes dire health consequences, incarceration, and families torn apart. Our nation is facing a maternal and infant health crisis, and pregnant and postpartum people—but especially Black women—face increased risks of death and severe
complications, including due to mental health conditions. The three states with the highest prevalence of pregnancy criminalization also have some of the highest rates of maternal mortality in the nation. Alabama ranks fourth and has some of the worst infant health outcomes.

Research shows that criminalizing pregnancy does absolutely nothing to improve maternal and infant health; in fact, it does the opposite. Every major medical and public health association in the nation opposes criminalizing pregnancy, because it interferes with the patient-provider relationship and deters access to needed health care.

Let me be very clear: When antiabortion lawmakers endow fertilized eggs with personhood rights, they seek to ban abortion and IVF and threaten contraception. As legal personhood advances, more pregnant people can face criminal charges for any conceivable risk to their pregnancies, or even to a fertilized egg before implantation. This is not hyperbole. Our clients are living this reality right now.

When the antiabortion movement talks about fetal and embryonic personhood, it is not about protecting babies; it is about controlling and punishing women, pregnant people, and communities that are already marginalized. And the Life at Conception Act, if ever adopted, would ban abortion nationally, eliminate the right to IVF, endanger access to birth control, and expand the government’s ability to police pregnant people and criminalize pregnancy and pregnancy outcomes.

In the face of these attacks, and the crisis we are facing, we must remember that women and pregnant people are and must be treated as fully autonomous, rights-bearing persons who are entitled to health care and bodily integrity, and who must be allowed to make their own decisions.
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